Integrating behavioral and social sciences components into a competency-based MD program curriculum: A qualitative study on opinions of faculty members
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Abstract
Background: Behavioral, social, psychological and biological factors influence health and disease; and, to achieve professional competency, physicians should be knowledgeable about their society and its inhabitants’ behavior. This knowledge will help physicians to become competent in communication, professional behavior, self-awareness, ethical reasoning, and understanding cultural and social differences. In this regard, this research is an attempt to explore perspectives of medical faculty members on necessity of integrating Behavioral and Social Sciences (BSS) components into the medical curriculum.

Methods: In this qualitative study, data were collected by semi-structured interview and observation of participants who were recruited from educational departments of faculty of medicine of Iran University of Medical Sciences. 12 faculty members were interviewed individually and were asked about their experiences and perspectives on integration of BSS subject matters into medical curriculum. Data were analyzed using content analysis.

Results: The six following themes were emerged from data analysis: “physician-patient interaction”, “medical culture”, “facilitating behavior change”, “socio-cultural issues”, “mind-body medical experience” and “physician interaction with health care system”.

Conclusion: The results revealed that “physician-patient interaction” was the most prominent among the emerged themes. The participants emphasized communication, professionalism, social accountability, and socio-cultural-psychological aspects.
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Introduction
Although the role and significance of behavioral and social sciences (BSS) in medical education and practice is no longer disputed, BSS education is still highly problematic all over the world. Numerous barriers have to be overcome for appropriate integration of BSS into the medical curriculum. The dominance and biases of the widely held biomedical worldview of Western medicine is cited as a major impediment in achieving the objectives of BSS in medical education. Moreover, the biomedical mindset is often not quite compatible with BSS (1).

Behavioral, social, psychological and biological factors influence health and disease (2, 3). It is broadly accepted that all physicians should know the concepts of BSS to manage patients by application of multifaceted and holistic methods and not just treating symptoms of diseases (1, 4, 5). The multidisciplinary perspective of BSS, provides

What is “already known” in this topic:
Physicians should know the concepts of behavioral and social sciences to manage patients by application of multifaceted and holistic methods. Thus, understanding strategies of complementary and alternative medicine, and probable negative impacts are important.

What this article adds:
During a qualitative study, six themes (physician-patient interaction, medical culture, facilitating behavior change, socio-cultural issues, mind-body medial experience and physician interaction with the health care system) and 16 sub-themes supported the importance of medical teachers, students, and staff competency in behavioral and social factors.
medical students with an understanding of patient as a part of extensive social context that influences biological processes and is under its influence (6). Although the aim of behavioral sciences is to apply knowledge, skills, concepts and attitudes to elaborate human behavior, social sciences study human dimensions (7). Mind-body interactions and the behavioral impacts on health and diseases are vital concepts to which medical students must be exposed. They need to understand how personal background and beliefs influence rendering care to patients and their own health, how to interact with patients and their families, and how cultural issues influence health care (8).

On the other hand, interest of patients to mind-body medicine encourages them to use complementary and alternative medicine to maintain their own health or treat diseases regardless of their social class. Therefore, to interact with health care system, understanding strategies of complementary and alternative medicine, and their probable negative impacts are of prime importance (9).

To gain mastery over biomedical knowledge, it is necessary for medical students to acquire meta-skills that promote learning. In clinical settings, to gain benefit from this medical knowledge, students should manage their feelings, stress and competitive demands. In this regard, BSS deepens individual capacities that improve skills and increase self-awareness (10, 11).

Medical education institutes seek to promote their traditional formal curriculum by development and assessment of competency of medical students including BSS competencies in communication, self-awareness, professionalism and moral reasoning (15-17).

Integration of BSS into curriculum of general medicine is necessary for various reasons some of which are as follows: changes in the main causes of mortality, important role of behavior modification in prevention and treatment of diseases such as heart diseases, cancer, cerebro-spinal diseases, accidents, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases, pneumonia, influenza, diabetes, suicide, liver disease, and HIV (3); cultural and ethnic diversity; professional awareness of risks of miscommunications, and cultural consideration; communication, negotiation and promotion of motivations (18).

The application of BSS principles in medical education considers physician-patient relationship, complex systems of health care, social policies and public health (8). In addition, in an educational environment, BSS offers necessary instruments for professional development, guides the education process, and supports a humane educational environment (19). Also, BSS improves social accountability through reinforcing leadership skills of taking social responsibility and understanding the constantly changing health demands of the society, region and the nation (15, 20).

Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) emphasizes that medical colleges have the specific task of educating medical students and they are socially responsible for the health of community (10). In this regard, World Federation for Medical Education (WFME) emphasizes the medical education indexes including BSS, and suggests that the quality of educational programs of medical courses be evaluated according to them (20).

BSS competency in medical sciences in the entire period of the medical program is a multi-stage process that integrates cognitive, behavioral and social dimensions. Physicians learn from formal and informal sources during their professional life. And a useful framework to assess their formal and informal experiences is to focus on their competencies and capabilities (15).

Now, the emphasis is on an integrated program that includes BSS components. Despite the fact that the BSS contents of curriculums in medical colleges are increasing, only a few number of colleges integrate BSS in Medical Education successfully. A part of increasing load of BSS in curriculum of medical colleges is due to the request of the Liaison Committee on Medical Education (LCME), which indicates that accreditation of curriculums of medical colleges include social, economic and behavioral themes (8).

Some medical colleges lack standardized BSS curriculum content and follow their own teaching methods. LCME and the accreditation bodies of medical colleges in Canada and the U.S. pursue a number of specific subjects related to BSS in the curriculum of medical students, but they did not specify, BSS teaching methods, hours required to teach BSS and to be covered BSS subject matters. They only stated that in addition to basic and clinical sciences, the curriculum should include social, economic and behavioral components. Consequently, each medical college flexibly designs programs that fit its curriculum (21).

To manage the load of medical college general course content, faculty members may limit the components to basics or must knows that each medical student needs to understand (22). Since the approach to include the subjects to medical programs is not specified by LCME, each medical college covers BSS contents according to its aims and goals (23).

In Iran, due to growing ethnic and cultural diversity, new medical opportunities and challenges have emerged; therefore, physicians are required to be equipped with improved health management skills to manage this diverse population (18, 24-26).

In February 2006, Iran Ministry of Health and Medical Education announced certain approvals about the following subjects with a particular attention to BSS: The attitude and behavior changes compatible to the standard written indicators of the general education with an emphasis on medical, ethical, and professional behavior, social accountability, effective communication, patient education, team-working and monitoring the society.

In the Iranian curriculum of general medicine, the educational program has some weaknesses in regard to BSS including patient-oriented instead of health-oriented attitude and lack of systematic attention to some BSS topics and their consequences.

In this regard, the study aimed to shed light on BSS importance and integrating it into the educational program of general medical courses.
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### Methods

Ethical considerations of the study were approved by Ethics Committee of Iran University of Medical Sciences. In addition, the study participants were assured about the anonymity of data and signed a written informed consent form.

The study started from August 2013 and continued for 17 months. The study settings were faculty of medicine and teaching hospitals affiliated to Iran University of Medical Sciences.

In this content analysis study, the study participants who were faculty members of basic and clinical Sciences of medical school of Iran University of Medical Sciences with educational and administrative experience were interviewed individually about application of BSS in medical curriculum.

Semi-structured interviews were conducted during two months because of the excessive workload of the interviewees. Each interview lasted 60-75 minutes.

Sampling was purposeful and snowballing continued till data saturation (12 interviews); in other words, when no new data emerged. Some of the interview guided questions were as follows:

- Considering your experiences about the role of human behavior and interaction in rendering patient care, how do you evaluate role of physicians?
- How background and beliefs of medical students influence their own health and rendering care to patients?
- How does a patient establish a relationship with her/his physician?
- How does culture affect health care delivery?
- “What is the role of patient support systems or executive supportive mechanisms in patient management?” “What are the emotional, cognitive and social consequences of diseases, and how do they influence the clinical results?”

The interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim. Then, the transcripts were imported to MAXQDA 10 software for data analysis.

The transcripts were read and re-read for several times by the first author to determine the meaning units. In the next stage, the units were summarized and converted into codes. According to their similarities and dissimilarities, codes were categorized into sub-themes. Then, the researchers reached consensus on the emerged themes. In addition, one of the researchers attended educational environments and observed the educational processes and learners’ interactions with patients or teachers on the topics related to BSS and the observation data/memos converted into codes.

Finally, the collected data was presented to an expert panel of BSS in Iran University of Medical Sciences to be verified.

### Data authenticity

In this research, several methods and data collection sources were used (triangulation).

To ensure validity (trustworthiness), the findings were confirmed by the study participants (member-check), and to maximize reliability, data was analyzed by one of the researchers and the analysis was re-checked by the research team. Moreover, thick descriptive data was collected and research findings were compared to the available literature to specify similarities and dissimilarities.

### Results

Using content analysis, from the codes extracted from memos, interviews and observation, six themes were extracted which are presented as follows.

#### Physician-patient interaction

This theme includes three sub-themes of basic, complex and problematic communication skills (Table 1).

Based on the results, communication skills and the role of physician-patient interaction were the first priority for the participants. Moreover, most participants referred to the following factors as the most important elements in providing appropriate treatment for patients: psychological factors, rapport for managing patient’s emotions and concerns, socio-cultural competency of physicians in establishing an appropriate relationship with patients, respecting the patients’ culture, physician’s active listening skills, communication skills, physician as the crucial agent in developing appropriate relationships with patients, teaching communication skills to faculty, time-allocation for effective doctor-patient relationship, teaching communication skills to colleagues, and physician appropriate interaction.

![Table 1: "Physician-Patient Interaction"](http://mjiri.iums.ac.ir)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Sub-themes</th>
<th>Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Establishment of humane communication, communication as an art, active listening, understanding the patient, talking with the patient, trust building, communication as a pivot, role of psychological factors in establishment of relation, respecting the patient’s culture, weakness in teaching communicative skills, gaining dialogue techniques, importance of the scope of kinetic-mental learning skills in acquisition of communicative skills Establishing good relations with the elderly and children, the role of translator in specific occasions, establishing good relations in different cultural occasions, professional link with colleagues, competency of cultural understanding, respecting patient’s beliefs, gaining patients’ trust in treatment cadre, the positive role of language in establishing good relations Treating patients with different personalities, giving bad news, asking sensitive questions, taking the personal and gender history of the patient</td>
<td>Basic communicative skills Complex communicative skills Difficult communicative skills</td>
<td>Physician-patient interaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 2. Medical culture: codes and sub-themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Sub-themes</th>
<th>Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethical awareness, merit of professional ethic, professional ethic has a humane dimensions, the positive role of individual ethic background of the physician in the treatment of patient, professional behavior is the physician’s capital, medical career is a humane science, having a philosophical view towards medicine, considering patients’ values, the positive role of physicians’ beliefs and spiritual issues in the effectiveness of treatment, the association of BSS with the complaint from the medical society, a mechanical view towards the patient, a health-oriented view towards treatment, physician’s pride an obstacle vis-à-vis success</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A very emotional treatment of the patients, philanthropy, the basic role of the physicians’ personality in the treatment of the patients, previous mentality of the patients towards the physicians’ personality, cultural backgrounds, life experiences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge about sources accessible to the patient and society, practical knowledge about types of suggested interventions, familiarity with insurance policies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paying attention to the society needs, competency to grasp the socio-economic issues, the positive role of physicians’ beliefs in accountability, understanding the constantly changing health demands of the society, reinforcing the social responsibility, learning leadership skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Facilitating the behavior change and socio-cultural issues: codes and sub-themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Sub-themes</th>
<th>Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Providing training to prevent risky behaviors, detecting behaviors related to causes of morbidity and mortality, familiarity with the role of health care providers’ risky behaviors, consulting role, familiarity with the theories of behavior change, creation of motivation for student behavior change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educating the students about cognitive theories of social learning, encouraging student behavior change, the positive role of informal education in behavior change, the poverty in role modeling in the education chain, the positive role of professors in role modeling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient’s occupation and income, race differences, ethnicity and health of the patients, competency to grasp the social and psychological variables, attending to behavioral and social issues of the patient, patient education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paying attention to patients’ values, mixing culture of care with beliefs, knowing the cultural ground of the patients, the role of culture in the description of disease symptoms, family and socio-cultural variables, familiarizing students with cultural issues upon their entrance into the university, understanding economic-cultural variables, respecting patients’ beliefs, impact of ethnic diversity in detecting and treating the disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding the efficiency and safety of alternative and complementary treatment in local communities, using traditional medicine in uncontrollable pains, supporting the complementary and alternative medicine for educating medical students, agreement with complementary medicine, deletion of superstitions from complementary medicine, traditional medicine as a help to the modern medicine, necessity of providing educational course in connection with traditional medicine, supporting the complementary and alternative treatment strategies, providing training about medical interventions and symptoms resulting from the consumption of traditional medicines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the clinical faculty members said: “Physicians are weak in establishing rapport in diverse cultural opportunities”. Another clinical faculty member stated: “Patient’s trust promotes treatment process. It is necessary to respect patient’s beliefs, values and culture to increase his/her trust in treatment cadre”. In addition, the participants mentioned that medical students should acquire the necessary skills to successfully manage difficult interactions when taking the patient’s history and during the treatment.

Medical culture

Professional behavior, physician’s personal values, social accountability and patient support were important for the participants (Table 2).

Most participants mentioned professionalism, the positive role of ethnic background of the physician, the impact of the clinical teacher on students as a role model, clinical-teacher philosophical and humane view towards medicine, working in health teams, consideration of patient’s beliefs and values, paying attention to patient’s mental, social and spiritual dimensions.

Another participant mentioned, “Paying attention to the BSS and having a humane view towards patient will reduce the rate of complaints from the medical community”.

Moreover, participants declared that considering professional ethics in medical curriculum as a competency is absolutely necessary. In addition, they believed that patients’ misconception about ideal physicians is crucially important in doctor-patient relationship. In this respect, one of the participants stated, “Sometimes a patient has a dream about an imaginary physician, which plays an important role in doctor-patient interaction and treatment process”.

Physicians are supposed to be accountable for the health of individual and society, and their accountability can be promoted by reinforcing their social accountability skills and their understanding of the constantly changing health needs of the society and the individual patient, supporting the patient through accessible resources, and being knowledgeable about patient management and insurance policies.

Facilitating behavior change

The two sub-themes of patient behavior change and student behavior change are presented in Table 3. Some of the participants referred to detecting the behaviors related to causes of morbidity and mortality, preventing risky behaviors, acquisition of consultation skills, familiarity with roles of healthcare providers, and provoking
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motivation for behavior change.

A faculty member of Basic Sciences mentioned, “Role-modeling is weak in the educational stream” and reminded the positive role of informal education in behavior change amongst students. Another clinical participant stated, “More specialized medicine has decreased appropriate contact between clinical teachers and students in educational environments”.

Meritocracy in faculty selection as a role-model in educational settings was among other experiences of the study participants. In addition, empowering faculty members can be effective in students’ behavior change. A faculty member of Basic Sciences asserted, “Faculty empowerment on BSS including familiarity with cognitive theories of social learning, attending educational workshops and positive role of on time feedback will enhance student’s education”. He further stated that the education system should emphasize on the value of BSS-related subjects and help its full development by positive incentives. To achieve the above mentioned objectives collaboration with psychology, sociology and social medicine experts is highly recommended.

Social and cultural issues

Another theme with three sub-themes of social differences, cultural competency and alternative-complementary medicine is presented in Table 3.

The role of racial differences and ethnicity in diagnosing and treating patients, establishing a relationship with patients from different ethnic backgrounds, role of patient’s occupation and income, understanding social contexts, positive role of language in establishing rapport and presenting diagnostic and curative services, considering cultural diversity and describing symptoms of diseases, and understanding the efficiency and safety of alternative treatment methods in local communities were amongst the other issues.

One of the clinical participants said, “The traditional and complementary medicine can help modern medicine in cases when modern modalities are not effective, for example to meditation for patients with uncontrollable pains.” Modern medicine can establish a productive dialogue with traditional medicine if superstitious ideas are removed from traditional medicine”. Moreover, another faculty member said, “Inclusion of Iranian traditional medicine in courses in medical curriculum is necessary for medical students to become familiar with traditional medical interventions and treatment”.

Mind-body medical experience

The next theme with two sub-themes is biologic intermediaries between health and social mental factors and mental aspects of pain (Table 4). The interviews referred to the role of behavioral and social factors in changes of physiology, homeostasis, the ability to communicate with patients who suffer from mental and physical disorders, the relation between chronic distress and patient stress reduction. Also, most of the study participants emphasized the necessity of inclusion of mind-body medicine in the medical curriculum.

Physicians’ interaction with the health care system

The last emerged theme with two sub-themes is health care system and system errors (Table 4). In this respect, participants mentioned the importance of awareness and accountability of physicians to health care system. They have experienced interaction and interdisciplinary cooperation, physician’s commitment to treatment and health systems, role of economic motivation in health, allocation of financial resources, impact of costs on the patients and on the related organization, diversity of treatment methods, life opportunities for the patients and the ability to screen the patients.

A number of participants believed that physicians should gain the necessary knowledge about the rules and regulations when faced with the following problems: Lack of success in establishing rapport with the patient, equipment deficiency and consequences of insufficient follow-ups, inappropriate care and medical errors in ordering lab tests or performing processes.

In addition, a change in the paradigm of educational system and the existing traditional scenes of medical education seems to be necessary. The high volume of biomedical curriculums caused lack of attention to other dimensions of health including communications, medical ethics and socio-cultural differences of patients. In such a context, empowerment of professors with BSS seems essential.
Finally, an expert panel including educational executives reached consensus to include BSS content into general medicine curriculum.

Discussion

The most noticeable theme described by the participants in regard to Behavioral and Social Sciences was “physician-patient interaction”. Participants expected physicians to establish communication, professional behavior, social accountability, and to understand socio-cultural and psychological issues and to be actively involved in the broader scene of health care system.

This finding is in agreement with the results of the Institute of Medicine (IOM). And, the results of the study revealed that physicians should acquire basic communicative skills for precise history taking, establishing a good therapeutic relationship with the patient and involving the patient in the trend of joint decision-making (17, 27, 28).

Moreover, the emerging themes of the study, including physician-patient interaction, medical culture, facilitating behavior change, considering social and cultural issues, mind-body medical experience and physician interaction with health care system are compatible with IOM report, which indicated that medical colleges should expose medical students to BSS programs that is based on consideration of social and cultural issues in health care. Nonetheless, the topics related to this domain are still not clarified (8, 18).

Moreover, participants believed that it is necessary to consider cultural issues in medical curriculum by emphasizing BSS; also, most of them emphasized the introduction of professional behavior subjects, humane view towards medicine and social accountability, and believed that education of physicians lack ample focusing on the mentioned subjects that must be considered in the formal and informal curriculum of medical students. Coulehan and Schroder et al. 2003 study revealed that some faculty members believed medical education does not educate socially accountable physicians. In other words, medical colleges social responsibility for public health improvement is not fulfilled (20, 29, 30).

In addition, the study of Bellini and Zinn(2001) showed that the inclusion of BSS in the curriculum of medical students promotes humane medical actions, enhance major coping strategies of the students/patients, and provides a framework for integration and confirmation of philanthropic principles, which neutralize unwanted hidden curriculum (4, 31, 32).

In this research, the study participants had a positive attitude to achieve competency to modify patients’ behavior, and to detect their mortality and risky behaviors. Consultation skills competency and ability to motivate patients, help medical students to change patients’ behavior.

In this study, another major concern of participants was faculty’s knowledge and skills in changing student behavior. They pointed out the importance of role modeling of clinical teachers in training of future doctors. They also mentioned the importance of faculty knowledge about cognitive social theory, and influential role of BSS in changing students’ behavior, which indicate the positive attitude of participants toward of BSS inclusion into medical curriculum. McGinnis et al. (1993) and Satterfield et al. (2004) have also indicated that changes in the life style and certain behaviors (such as unhealthy diet, alcohol abuse, and risky sexual behavior) can increase the life expectancy in some diseases such as heart diseases, cancer, cerebro-spinal diseases, accidents, suicide, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases, etc. (3,26).

The other extracted theme, social and cultural issues, was considered by the participants as a competency in a medical curriculum. Understanding the race and ethnic differences, attention to economic, social and psychological variables and patient values were among their outstanding experiences. Crawley and Satterfield (2004) found that the growing ethnic and cultural diversity has made the health experts facing new challenges and opportunities, leading them to develop better skills to manage health related issues and to communicate well with diverse populations (17, 25, 33).

Smedley et al. (2003) also showed that social factors such as race, ethnicity, education, income and occupation correlate to morbidity, mortality, and disability. (12, 14).

Participants supported the presentation of courses related to traditional and complementary medicine and considered it as an aid to the modern medicine. They believed that considering the tendency of individuals to use mind-body medicine, and to delete complementary medicine superstitions is an alternative in cases that modern therapies are not effective. Furthermore, it was suggested that to familiarize medical students to medical interventions, effects and adverse effects of traditional drugs consumption, to design and implement an educational course on traditional medicine is recommended.

Kaptchuk et al. showed that individuals with different occupations showed tendency towards different complementary and alternative treatment strategies to maintain their health and treat their disease. Thus, to interact with alternative modalities, it may be necessary to elaborate the useful strategies of complementary and alternative medicine (such as meditation) (9).

Mind-body medical experience

The mind-body medical experience was another emerged theme. Here, most of the participants believed that physiology of the body is affected by the behavioral and social factors. The capability of medical students in detecting mental and physical disruptions and orientation towards patients’ stress reduction were emphasized, and they supported mind-body medicine and inclusion of related subjects in the medical curriculum. The importance of stress in the pathogenesis of diseases could be highlighted by a report published by Smith and Anderson showing that stress is positively correlated with a broad type of diseases and health behaviors such as cardiovascular diseases, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases, smoking and possible cancer (34, 35).

Physician interaction with health care team

This emerged theme indicates that the study participants emphasized on competency of physician’s accountability
towards the broad scope of the health care system, necessitating awareness of health economy, interdisciplinary cooperation and interaction, developing a skill in allocation of financial resources and supporting the patient, helping patients to find additional resources, understanding the costs of health care and awareness of system errors such as performance errors, prescription errors, delay in diagnosis, and unusual treatments.

Cuff et al. (2004) showed that social factors such as health and economic policy are effective in providing ideal care for patients. These subjects can present some information on physicians’ attitude towards prevention, diagnosis and patient care. Physicians are also in need of knowledge and skill about providing care to an aging population. For this purpose, they should understand the mutual effect of behavioral and social factors (such as diet, sports, and social and family support) and their role which to prevent a disease or to delay its progress (8, 16).

**Study limitations**

Occupational involvement of clinical physicians was a burden and to arrange a suitable time for interview was difficult. Further, faculty reluctance to employ new methods such as small group discussion and problem-based learning that are suitable to teach BSS content was a guard against this topic.

**Conclusion**

Medical training programs have employed a variety of organizational and theoretical frameworks as vehicles to expand BSS-based education. Among these, medical education mission could not be accomplished unless there is an understanding of the role of behavioral and social factors, a useful framework to merge BSS in formal and informal curricula, and focusing on competency and capability of medical students, which emphasizes addition of BSS content into formal curriculum and educational settings.

In this study, 6 themes (physician-patient interaction, medical culture, facilitating behavior change, socio-cultural issues, mind-body medial experience and physician interaction with the health care system) and 16 subthemes were emerged, which supports the importance of medical teachers, students, and staff competency in BSS.
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